Rendell growing on voters

**RENDELL PULLS AHEAD**
The latest Daily News/Fox Philadelphia Keystone Poll shows that Ed Rendell has pulled ahead of Bob Casey Jr. in the battle for the Democratic nomination for governor, opening a double-digit lead ahead of the May 21 election.

**APRIL**
- Undecided: 25%
- Casey: 38%
- Rendell: 37%

**MAY**
- Undecided: 26%
- Casey: 32%
- Rendell: 42%

“Rendell continues a surge we tracked a month ago.”

**OTHERS POLLS ALSO GIVE ED THE ADVANTAGE**
A poll conducted in March by the Muhlenberg College’s Institute of Public Opinion for the Allentown Morning Call showed Rendell leading 39 percent to 35 percent. ★